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Abstract Objective This study examines guideline-based high blood pressure (HBP) and
hypertension recommendations and evaluates the suitability and adequacy of the
data and logic required for a Fast Healthcare Interoperable Resources (FHIR)-based,
patient-facing clinical decision support (CDS) HBP application. HBP is a major predictor
of adverse health events, including stroke, myocardial infarction, and kidney disease.
Multiple guidelines recommend interventions to lower blood pressure, but implemen-
tation requires patient-centered approaches, including patient-facing CDS tools.
Methods We defined concept sets needed to measure adherence to 71 recommen-
dations drawn from eight HBP guidelines. Wemeasured data quality for these concepts
for two cohorts (HBP screening and HBP diagnosed) from electronic health record
(EHR) data, including four use cases (screening, nonpharmacologic interventions,
pharmacologic interventions, and adverse events) for CDS.
Results We identified 102,443 people with diagnosed and 58,990 with undiagnosed
HBP. We found that 21/35 (60%) of required concept sets were unused or inaccurate,
with only 259 (25.3%) of 1,101 codes used. Use cases showed high inclusion (0.9–
11.2%), low exclusion (0–0.1%), and missing patient-specific context (up to 65.6%),
leading to data in 2/4 use cases being insufficient for accurate alerting.
Discussion Data quality from the EHR required to implement recommendations for
HBP is highly inconsistent, reflecting a fragmented health care system and incomplete
implementation of standard terminologies and workflows. Although imperfect, data
were deemed adequate for two test use cases.
Conclusion Current data quality allows for further development of patient-facing
FHIR HBP tools, but extensive validation and testing is required to assure precision and
avoid unintended consequences.
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Background and Significance

High blood pressure (HBP) caused by essential hypertension
is one of the most common conditions among adults in the
United States.1HBP predicts major cardiovascular, renal, and
cerebrovascular events.2 Based on large-scale observational
data, cardiovascular disease risk increases starting at
115/75mm Hg, with a 12-point increase in average blood
pressure (BP) doubling the risk of adverse cardiovascular
outcomes.3 The incidence of HBP has been increasing in the
United States—46% of adults have stage 1 (130/80–
139/89mm Hg) or greater hypertension and 30% stage 2
(140/90–179/109mm Hg) or worse hypertension. Simulta-
neously, our knowledge about lowering BP to avoid these
outcomes has expanded.1 Despite improving overall out-
comes, BP control remains poor, with less than half of
hypertensive adults meeting a goal <140/90mm Hg.1

Clinical decision support (CDS) and care planning for
complex conditions, including HBP, require substantial addi-
tional development steps to be optimized in clinical care.
Poor data quality is a known issue with electronic health
records (EHRs), both from the secondary use perspective and
at the point of care.4–6 Lack of conformance to standards,
incompleteness of required or expected data elements, and
implausible values are common in uncurated EHR data7 and
limit the usefulness, usability, and benefit of CDS tools.
Berner et al evaluated EHR data quality for assessing risk of
gastrointestinal bleeding; they found a completeness rate of
34% and a false negative rate for CDS firing of 77%.8 Fewother
studies, however, have been conducted specifically to assess
the impact of EHR data quality problems on the validity of
CDS recommendations.

Without careful testing, CDS systems can have substantial
unintended consequences. Patient-facing CDS may be espe-
cially susceptible to data quality problems, since patients are
unlikely to have the resources or data access necessary to
assess the face validity of data and CDS recommendations.9

The challenges in validating CDS for HBP are multifaceted,
as HBP management is a highly variable process with com-
plex information needs. Diagnosis and management of HBP
requires accurate, serial measurements, including self-mon-
itoring and use of specific protocols at home or the office to
reduce the impact of inaccuracies.10 Treatment of HBP
includes both behavioral and lifestyle modifications (e.g.,
diet and exercise)—both infrequently recorded as structured
data—as well as medications.1,11,12 Furthermore, many
patients with the highest cardiovascular risk also have high
risk of adverse reactions to treatment or competing comor-
bidities, requiring tracking of these elements to address
recommendations.13 Adverse events, including falls, dizzi-
ness, metabolic derangements, and kidney dysfunction,
come from observations, from clinical findings, and from
laboratory measurements.14,15

These complexities increase the data needed for CDS for
HBP, and have limited electronic CDS implementations.16

Although electronic HBP CDS systems have been created,
few are in current use.17–21 In addition, CDS trials for
providers in HBP have been mixed. Hicks et al20 showed no

significant difference in HBP management using a CDS
intervention, while several other CDS trials that involved
multidisciplinary, multifaceted interventions—often includ-
ing patient engagement and support—have had positive
results.17,18,21,22

In addition, HBP care planning is best when personalized
to patient needs and experience, requiring significant data
from and effort by patients.23–27 Personalization is the goal
of many digital health tools, but with mixed results.28–32 For
managing HBP, engaging patients for goal setting and shared
decision-making is important yet requires accurate data
about their conditions, treatments, and observations.33

With the addition of Fast Healthcare Interoperable Resources
(FHIR),34,35 delivering CDS to patients and care team is easier
than ever before.36 Guidelines can be transformed into FHIR
implementations through clinical practice guidelines in FHIR
(CPG-on-FHIR),37 allowing for recommendations to be
encoded for CDS with complex logic and patient-specific
context. These changes are dependent on reliable, complete
data to facilitate accurate and safe decision-making; with
FHIR, however, understanding what data are available from
an EHR is challenging.

Significance
To assess data quality issues, CDS must first have interoper-
able logic and standard value sets. Substantial work has
attempted to standardize the process of building value sets
and logic for CDS through the development of Clinical Quality
Language to encode logic and value set repositories. Joint
efforts from Agency for Research and Quality (AHRQ), Na-
tional Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Dis-
eases, Centers for Disease Control and Prevention, Health
Level Seven International, National Library of Medicine, and
others have led to defined and vetted approaches such as
CPG-on-FHIR and implementation guides for decision sup-
port for patients with several conditions, including chronic
kidney disease (CKD), diabetes, cancer, and others.

Although these groups are providing standards, the issue
of variable data specifications is still common.38 Consistent
data specifications are a historical barrier, as interoperable,
valid ways to define sets of data elements for CDS require
standardized coding for conditions (e.g., in International
Classification of Diseases, 10th edition [ICD-10] or Systema-
tized Nomenclature of Medicine [SNOMED] terminologies),
for medications (in RxNorm), and for procedures (in
SNOMED or Current Procedural Terminology [CPT]). Consis-
tent use of these terminologies was uncommon until recent-
ly in the United States, further limiting CDS implementations
across settings. Validation of interoperable data specifica-
tions may lead to quicker and more robust implementations
of CDS, but standard validation is still a challenge for complex
sets of recommendations. For HBP CDS, data required come
from many different sources and must be personalized to
patients’ need.

Objective
In this study, our objective was to assess data quality and
adequacy for specific recommendations for both patient and
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clinician management of HBP from multiple guidelines to
prepare for a patient-facing FHIR application. We provide an
explicit step-wise approach for others to follow by defining
recommendations from guidelines and testing whether the
data required for each step could be defined in a standard
fashion and whether the data in an EHR were adequate to
perform the logic for the recommendation.

Methods

We defined logic, value sets, and test use cases from HBP
recommendations to understand whether data from an EHR
would be sufficient to implement the CDS.We used standard
approaches for value set creation, for bulk data extraction,
and for data quality characterization. We then defined four
use cases that exemplified the needed logic and explored
how the CDS would run against the populations of interest
over a year. For both, we used thresholds to determine likely
problems with the data that would limit CDS accuracy.

Recommendations, Logic, and Value Set Creation
We used the work of Alper et al39 to identify 71 recommen-
dations from eight different hypertension guidelines. We
then parsed these recommendations to identify key concepts
required to assess the state of these recommendations on
populations and patients. To assess the status of these
concepts in the EHR, we used a five-pronged approach to
identify previously used and/or validated data definitions
available in EHR data and defined by FHIR. We used a
combination of value sets from the Value Set Authority
Center (VSAC; defined and used in clinical quality measures
[CQMs]); from CDS Connect artifacts (used in other CDS);
from phenotype definitions (used and validated to identify
patient cohorts); from United Medical Language System
services, including RxNAV for medications; and through
the Observational Health Data Sciences and Informatics
(OHDSI ATLAS) terminology services for missing or incom-
plete concepts. We chose the last based on the work of
Hripcsak and coworkers for the LEGEND trial.40 In this trial,
they validated a set of encodings for key outcomes related to
hypertension across a large dataset. The specific mappings
and value sets are available from the open source GitHub
repository for the project.41

Data Selection and Extraction
Data were derived from a 3.4 million patient EHR dataset
from a large academic health center with three hospitals and
more than 90 clinics. We limited initial patient look-up to
those seen in ambulatory settings from 2010 to 2018 be-
tween age 18 and 85 (N¼2.1 million). We extracted data
from the EHR bymimicking FHIR resource calls based on data
domain.We did not use FHIR directly becausewewanted the
flexibility of searching for the data through nonstandard
means. The resource domains included conditions that are
mapped in both SNOMED with included hierarchical rela-
tionships (allowing children from the encoded SNOMED but
not ancestors) and ICD codes; medications in RxNorm;
observations and laboratory values in Logical Observation

Identifiers Names and Codes (LOINC), and visits/utilization
using SNOMED and CPT.We identified the initial populations
in two ways. First, we found unique patients with the
diagnosis of essential hypertension. Then, excluding those
with a diagnosis, we found those with an elevated BP
(>140/90) taken more than twice over more than two
separate visits.

Data Quality Characterization
To assess the overall quality of data, we used Kahn et al’s
definitions of conformance and completeness.7 Conformance
is defined as the degree to which “data values adhere to
specified standards and formats.” Completeness assesses
whether the required or expected data values are present.
Both data quality categories may be assessed using internal
knowledge and information (verification) or external knowl-
edge and information (validation).

We evaluated data conformance by first categorizing the
value sets we found or created by their previous use and
curation. We then mapped the internal data sources to these
value sets and compared the use of these codes in the EHR
data to the set of codes available. For completeness, we first
looked at the prevalence of individual concepts across a
population of those with hypertension, categorizing them
as completely missing, extremely low (<0.1%), or low (<1%).
Where structured EHR data were available but unmapped to
standard concepts, we extracted these, flagged them as
nonconforming, and still measured prevalence. Then, we
examined the relative prevalence or incidence of key con-
cepts for those with diagnosed hypertension and those with
HBP (meeting diagnostic criteria) without a recorded
diagnosis.

Data Adequacy for CDS Artifacts from Use Cases
For use cases, we used the recommendations to develop
logical steps for the CDS, using frameworks for CQMs while
adding specific requirements (►Table 1). Similar to CQMs,
CDS elements need information about the context and
setting for the initial patient, then inclusion and exclusion
criteria, the recommendation itself, and patient-specific
context to providemore accurate decision-making. Selection
of and consensus on the use-cases and value sets was done
nominally through asynchronous review by authors.

Instead of defining an initial patient population (as in
CQMs), we defined the right context or setting to present the
CDS. We used ambulatory visits with patients and providers
for this criterion. For inclusion criteria, we used the recom-
mendation inclusion (e.g., diagnosis of hypertension and BP
not meeting goal). We separated criteria that may exclude
patients from the recommendation to match the CQM cate-
gories. Next, we took the action or intervention implied by
the recommendation and measured howmany had received
that intervention (akin to a numerator) and how many had
not (where the recommendation would then be shown).
Finally, we identified patient-specific context where the
guideline identified potential variation or reasons that may
influence—but not exclude—the decision to follow the rec-
ommendation. For instance, patients over 60 years may have
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different goals or recommendations based on preferences.
We then created scripts to query the data for each stage of the
use case, and used the percent of patients selected from the
overall population as an indicator of the accuracy and
feasibility of the use case. For instance, if a very small number
or very large number of potential patients would meet
criteria for a step, this was an indication that data may not
adequately meet the use case. We then reviewed results as a
group and qualitatively assessed issues related to data
adequacy.

Results

We organized the 71 recommendations into five categories
and seven data domains. The explicit presence of each data
domain in the recommendation was counted (►Table 2).
Value sets or concepts from standard vocabularies were
preferred, but nonstandard concepts were allowed. For the
subcategories, demographics and conditions were required
in 69 of 71; others ranged from 9 to 36.

We defined 35 required concept sets (available in
Supplementary Material, available in the online version),
14 of which came from the National Library of Medicine’s
Value Set Authority Center, and 21 that we created from

other sources. Sixteen of these 21 had prior validation (as
described by the value set authority or documentation from
their source), leaving 5 with no prior validation. The most
common source of the other value sets was from the
LEGEND study, which did predictive validation on their
definitions through a set of observational cohort analyses.

Results from a global query of these concept sets in the
EHR are shown in►Table 3. The conformance column shows
that five sets were unmapped. For instance, goals were
available in the system, but not mapped to any standard
codes.

The other concept sets had related yet inadequate value
sets from VSAC. For example, a value set of all antihyperten-
sive medications was available but not at the class level;
instead, we used RxClass to identify the class in the recom-
mendations. Errors in internal EHR-loaded taxonomies were
also found. For example, the angiotensin-converting-enzyme
inhibitor Enalapril was not found in the extracted dataset;
analysis found it linked as a specific ingredient of Enalaprilat.
For conditions and procedures, SNOMED codes are preferred
in standard taxonomies, yet we found 70% of total concepts in
the ICD alone and 90 to 100% in CPT alone. For example, using
SNOMED alone for CKD yielded 4,994 patients but using ICD-
10 returned 19,416.

Table 1 Constructs for determining validity for clinical quality measures and clinical decision support elements

Clinical quality measure construct Clinical decision support construct

Initial patient population—on whom should you assess the
denominator

Right context/setting where this CDS recommendation
is valid

Denominator—# eligible for the measure Included—# meeting requirements recommendation

Exclusions—# excluded from the denominator by default Exclusions—# excluded by default

Numerator—# meeting the measure Recommendation needed—# where recommendation
is not met and should be shown

Exceptions—# who have a valid reason for not meeting the
numerator (but are counted if they do meet it)

Patient-specific context—# who would receive this rec-
ommendation but may have other issues

Abbreviation: CDS, clinical decision support.

Table 2 Recommendation categories and data domains and coding systems required

Patient Condition Goal Observation Medication Encounter/
procedure

Laboratory
test

Coding
systems

CDCRECa SNOMEDa; ICD LOINCa SNOMEDa; LOINC RxNorma SNOMEDa; CPT LOINCa

Screening and
testing (13 recs.)

13 13 1 3 11

Diagnosis (8 recs.) 6 6 1 7 6

Target (8 recs.) 8 8 8 8 2

Intervention—nonpharmaco-
logic (6 recs.)

6 6 6

Intervention—pharm.
(36 recs.)

36 36 36 2

Abbreviations: CPT, Current Procedural Terminology; HL7, Health Level 7; ICD, International Classification of Diseases; LOINC, Logical Observation
Identifiers Names and Codes; RxNorm, a standardized nomenclature for clinical drugs; recs., recommendations; SNOMED, previously, the
Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine.
aPreferred coding system.
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Table 3 Data quality and adequacy for recommendations and outcomes by domain for essential hypertension cohort

Concept Conformance mapping
(# codes found in data/
# codes in value set)

Completeness patients
with 1þ code
(N¼ 102,443)

Screening, testing, and diagnosis

BP per patient per year LOINC (2/2 codes used) 3.2/pt/year

Home based blood pressure (ever) SNOMED (0/1) 36 (0.01%)a

Ambulatory blood pressure (ever) CPT (4/4)/SNOMED (1/4) 359 (0.35%)

Office BP by protocol LOINC (0/1)b 0 (0%)

Goals and preferences LOINC (0/3), SNOMED (0/5)b 708 (0.07%)a

BP target LOINC (0/2)b 187 (0.02%)a

Interventions

Nonpharmacologic SNOMED/CPT/ICD10 (34/107) 11,850 (11.6%)

Diet SNOMED/CPT/HCPCS/ICD10 (4/17) 10,438 (10.2%)

Exercise SNOMED/HCPCS/ICD10 (0/6) 0 (0%)

Weight loss SNOMED/HCPCS (20/24) 1,224 (1.2%)

Smoking cessation SNOMED/CPT (3/19) 1,080 (0.1%)

Alcohol SNOMED (7/41) 230 (0.2%)

Pharmacologic

Any medication for HBP RxNorm (62/103)c 86,792 (84.7%)

ACE-I RxNorm (11/17)b,c,d 46,664 (45.6%)

ARB RxNorm (13/13)b 23,529 (22.3%)

Thiazides RxNorm (6/11)b 32,475 (31.7%)

CCB RxNorm (15/28)b 36,625 (35.8%)

Other antihypertensive RxNorm (17/34)b 32,660 (31.7%)

Outcomes

Hypertension treatment adverse events SNOMEDCT/ICD/CPT
(34/64)b

14,185 (13.9%)

Acute kidney injury ICD (5/6)b 3,656 (3.6%)

Bradycardia SNOMED/ICD (6/11)b 4,122 (4.0%)

Fall ICD (6/9)b 2,692 (2.6%)

Hypotension SNOMED/ICD (14/30)b 3,498 (3.4%)

Syncope SNOMED (2/4)b 294 (0.3%)

Other CPT (1/4)b 1,514 (1.5%)

Major adverse cardiovascular events (MACE) SNOMED/ICD (122/805)b 20,691 (20.2%)

CHF ICD (41/75)b 9,962 (9.7%)

ASCVD ICD (46/156)b 4,587 (4.5%)

AMI ICD (6/85)b 4,177 (4.1%)

Stroke ICD (57/629)b 4,208 (4.1%)

CKD ICD (18/260)b 19,424 (19.0%)

Abbreviations: AMI, acute myocardial infarction; ASCVD, atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; BP, blood pressure; CCB, calcium channel blocker;
CHF, congestive heart failure; CKD, chronic kidney disease; CPT, Current Procedural Terminology; ICD, International Classification of Diseases;
LOINC, Logical Observation Identifiers Names and Codes; RxNorm, a standardized nomenclature for clinical drugs; SNOMED, previously, the
Systematized Nomenclature of Medicine.
aCodes not used but structured EHR data available through manual mapping.
bNonstandard value set.
cValue set available but hierarchical RxClass more precise.
dTaxonomy in EHR had error.
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Interventionswere heavily focused onmedications; 84.7%
of patients had pharmacologic interventions recorded as the
prescription of one or more medication over the course of
their illness. By contrast, only 11.6% of patients had non-
pharmacologic interventions recorded. This indicates the
lack of structured entry of these data; the precise adherence
is unknown.

Data Validation by Cohort Identification and
Prevalence
►Table 4 demonstrates two initial cohorts: the set with
diagnosed hypertension (from ►Table 3), and a new set of
patients with no diagnostic code and two or more elevated

BPs over two or more visits (for screening recommenda-
tions). Patients were selected if they had a visit from 2010 to
2018 (N¼2.1 million); more recently seen patients (in 2018)
were more likely to be in either cohort. Basic demographics,
related conditions, and outcomes are given for both. The
population demographics are similar by age and gender for
broad hypertension prevalence, with an average age of 54 to
56.5. Racial and ethnic categories show an increased per-
centage of African-Americans diagnosed with hypertension;
other categories were equivalent. Average BP in the undiag-
nosed group was higher. Nearly 60% of those without a
recorded diagnosis received treatment for BP, indicating
incomplete data for diagnosis. Estimating outcomes in

Table 4 Cohort for analysis from 2.1 million patients seen from 2010 to 2018

Patients with essential
hypertension diagnosis

Patients with elevated BP but no diagnosis

N (% of 2.1 million patients) overall 102,446 (4.8%) 58,990 (2.8%)

N (% of 199,618) seen in 2018 37,513 (18.8%) 10,763 (5.4%)

% female sex 51,302 (50.1%) 27,463 (46.6%)

Average age 56.5� 18.8 y 54.3�17.9 y

% Caucasian 88,872 (86.8%) 51,803 (87.8%)

% African American 3,456 (3.4%) 1,552 (2.6%)

% Asian 3,741 (3.7%) 1,201 (2.0%)

% Hispanic/Latino 6,061 (5.9%) 2,904 (6.1%)

Average SBP/DBP and SD 133.4�14.9/75.9� 10.3 148.2�9.2/81.8� 10.2

Related conditions

Secondary hypertension 2,550 (2.5%) 223 (0.4%)

Diabetes 24,757 (24.2%) 3,387 (5.7%)

Tobacco use 1,516 (1.5%) 216 (0.4%)

Pregnant 1,576 (1.5%) 392 (0.6%)

Pharm. treatmenta: none 15,650 (15.3%) 22,983 (39.9%)

1 medication 19,855 (19.4%) 13,539 (23.0%)

2 medications 23,978 (23.4%) 11,302 (19.2%)

3 or more medications 42,960 (41.9%) 11,167 (18.9%)

Outcomes

Death 7,552 (7.4%); 1.3% mortality rate 2,954 (5.0%); 0.5% mortality rate

Major adverse cardiovascular
events

20,691 (20.2%) 5,390 (9.1%)

CHF 9,962 (9.7%) 948 (1.6%)

ASCVD 4,587 (4.5%) 1,503 (2.5%)

AMI 4,177 (4.1%) 719 (1.2%)

Stroke 4,208 (4.1%) 1,091 (1.9%)

CKD 19,424 (19.0%) 2,704 (4.6%)

Hospice 161 (0.2%) 14 (0.02%)

Duration of follow-up 5.6� 3.9 y 10.3�6.8 y

Frequency of visits per year 1.9� 0.7 visits per year 0.3� 0.4 visits per year

Abbreviations: AMI, acute myocardial infarction; ASCVD, atherosclerotic cardiovascular disease; CHF, congestive heart failure; CKD, chronic kidney
disease; DBP, diastolic blood pressure; SBP, systolic blood pressure; SD, standard deviation.
aOver the course of their hypertension diagnosis; not necessarily concurrently.
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patients with andwithout diagnosis was dramatically differ-
ent; 20% of those with a hypertension diagnosis also had a
recorded major adverse cardiovascular event, while only
9.1% of those with no diagnosis had a recorded event.
Duration of contact was longer in those without a diagnosis
and visits were less frequent, indicating less engagement
with the health system.

Use cases and data adequacy: The four use cases defined
involved diagnosis (1), goal setting, interventions for both
nonpharmacologic (2) and pharmacologic (3) BP lowering,
and special circumstances, including adverse events (4). The
CDS components for each are provided in thefigures, and red
text indicates potential data quality issues that would impact
CDS precision.

Use Case 1—Diagnosis via Home Blood Pressure
Monitoring
Use case 1 generates substantial numbers of triggered
patients, roughly 5% of patients seen in office visits. Few
are excluded or have had coded versions of the recom-
mended services. Patient context shows that many were
already treatedwith antihypertensives, suggesting amissing
diagnosis (►Fig. 1).

Use Case 2—Nonpharmacologic Recommendations
In use case 2, 9.5% of total patients seen would generate an
alert as needing nonpharmacologic recommendations; this
is largely due to the lack of coded goal setting and non-
pharmacologic interventions (►Fig. 2).

Use Case 3—Pharmacologic Recommendations
Here, patients with a diagnosis over a goal of 130/80 may
benefit from pharmacologic treatment according to several
recommendations (►Fig. 3). For this use case, a small num-
ber of patients would be identified (0.9%) and few had a
history of adverse events. End-stage renal disease is lower
than expected.

Use Case 4—Adverse Events and Goal Changes
When patients report adverse events, goals may be titrated
upward to avoid further events. Patient-specific context may
be a history of major adverse cardiovascular events, where
the therapeutic index may be altered from hypertension
alone (►Fig. 4). Here, we see a small number would have the
alert triggered (2.2%), and a large proportion have had an
event in the past. Notably, 30 patients from this small group
had goal changes already. Compared with all BP goals set
(187/102,443, or 0.02%), providers are entering goals three
times more frequently for those that may need the recom-
mendation (30 per 199,618 patients seen yet 0.66% of 4,571).

Discussion

We found that it was possible to define 71 HBP recommen-
dations and their required standardized data definitions.
However, we had to develop or adjust 21 of 35 value sets
for the data. Assessing the data quality in the EHR, we found
that a substantial number of codes were infrequently or
never used. For instance, goals were uncoded, limiting the

Fig. 1 Data adequacy for hypertension diagnosis and out-of-office monitoring.

Fig. 2 Data adequacy for goal-setting.
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ability to personalize CDS for individual patients. Similarly,
some interventions related to exercise, smoking cessation,
and alcohol use had limited mapping in the EHR, leading to
two of four of the test use cases yielding high firing rates.
Nonpharmacologic recommendations, for instance, would
fire on 9.5% of patients; in a patient-facing application, this
high rate may be appropriate, but care teams would likely
experience significant fatigue.42 Pharmacologic recommen-
dations would fire on 0.9% of patients with HBP, indicating
potential data adequacy. These mixed results show that
implementation of CDS for HBP must have prior data quality
and logic testing to avoid harm and alert fatigue.

These findings, while mixed, are improved from earlier
CDS efforts, where every implementation had to be tailored
to local data. Preferred terminologies (SNOMED, LOINC, and
RxNorm) are now common in EHRs, even if data mappings
are variable. Adapting based on data adequacy testing can
improve CDS; for instance themajority of datawere encoded
to CPT and ICD rather than SNOMED, requiring developers to
query both and perform extension mappings themselves.
Patient-related concepts—goals, preferences, self-manage-
ment interventions—had low standardization and use.

This work advances the literature in two ways: first, by
implementing a standard method to test data adequacy or
sufficiency for CDS. Second, by exploring some of the poten-
tial sources of alert fatigue. Based on our results, incomplete
data would lead to much higher alerting rates in two use
cases andwould limit alerting to a small number in the other
two use cases.43 Implementation in either provider- or
patient-facing CDS would have to account for the low rates

of exclusions and patient-specific context/extenuating cir-
cumstances recorded in the data to mitigate the frequently
reported alert fatigue from over-alerting.44,45 Specific data
mapping by the local implementing site or substantial
structured data collection would be required for some use
cases; these processes are costly and time-intensive. Oppor-
tunities to gather the data directly from patients may reduce
costs, as many of the missing elements are based on patient
experience.46 Others have shown positive feedback loops in
managing HBP can be effective; Ralston et al showed secure
messaging between patients and pharmacists or care man-
agers improved BP47; while Benkert et al showed rapid
feedback cycles improved BP control but highlighted the
risk of message fatigue.48

There are several limitations to this work. First, the codes
were solely pulled from a single EHR; other EHRs may have
better mapping of concepts and differential recording based
on workflow. For future work, we have produced the logical
testing structure and relevant value sets for people to repeat
our work with their own systems. We did not directly use
FHIR, in part because bulk FHIR is not available locally, and
using FHIR may generate different answers. We did reason-
ably conclude that many concepts would not be found using
FHIR specifications because they are unmapped to the con-
cepts; evenmapped conceptsmay not be presented based on
FHIR queries, so incidence would look even lower. In the
future, we will produce open source FHIR specifications for
these components. We did not use a formal process to define
relevant value sets that we could not find. We encourage
others to critique our choices and provide comments for

Fig. 4 Data adequacy for adjustment of goals and treatment following adverse events.

Fig. 3 Data adequacy for prescription of initial pharmacotherapy.
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improvement. Finally, we did not assess plausibility or
accuracy of the data; the next step for our work is to perform
chart reviews to develop these rules and assessments.

Implementers, innovators, and researchers are welcome
to use our generated sets and test instructions as they build
their own tools or check their own data, available at our
GitHub site (https://github.com/mattStorer/OHSUHT-
NU18/tree/master/docs/resources/dataSufficiency). Future
work will be to incorporate these lessons into CDS tools—
both on the patient- and provider-facing side. The state of
external applications to improve BP is still in flux, with
applications that combine data and knowledge together in
limited use.49 Given current alerting rates would be ex-
tremely high for two of our use cases, future developers
should understand many alerts are likely to be inaccurate,
based on incomplete data, and a data completion effort
must be a part of any future work. However, burnout of care
teams limits further structured data entry,50,51 requiring
more creative solutions.

Conclusion

Our work provides a framework to test data adequacy across
value sets, between key populations, and across use cases.
Gaps in data adequacy across these examples were common,
and must be addressed prior to implementing CDS for HBP.

Clinical Relevance Statement

Data quality from the EHR required to provide care recom-
mendations for HBP is highly inconsistent, with several use
cases lacking adequate data quality for accurate alerting
while other use cases have adequate data quality to proceed
with testing and implementation.

Multiple Choice Questions

1. When defining data requirements for clinical decision
support, what standard consideration did the authors
use?
a. Using the smallest set of codes for any concept.
b. Previous validation of the set of codes chosen.
c. The shortest set of codes possible.
d. The use of the codes in other, non-EHR applications.

Correct Answer: The correct answer is option b. Reusing
previously validated value sets can improve accuracy, ease
implementation burden, and help future evaluators by
providingmultisite estimates of likely precision. Code sets
that vary from implementation to implementation for
similar concepts both make implementation harder and
can increase maintenance requirements.

2. In two of the use cases, large proportions of the initial
patient population would receive alerts. What are possi-
ble impacts of this finding?
a. Users are likely to be grateful that their inaccurate

coding is pointed out to them.

b. Increased numbers of alert always improve the overall
quality of care and outcomes.

c. Increased frequency of alerts has been shown to in-
crease alert fatigue, leading to missed high priority
alerts and potential harm.

d. No obvious impacts from this finding, as it is irrelevant
to clinical decision support performance.

Correct Answer: The correct answer is option c. Alert
fatigue is a common problem from clinical decision
support, and inaccurate alerts that lead to higher frequen-
cy of alerts have been shown to reduce response to
accurate and important alerts. These unintended conse-
quences of clinical decision support were described more
than a decade ago, and implementers must test their
alerting systems for accuracy to minimize this issue.
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